Bridging articulation and perception: The C/D model and contrastive emphasis
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ABSTRACT

This paper compares prominence that listeners perceive with actual articulatory prominence. We calculated phrasal boundaries from articulatory patterns using an algorithm of the C/D model, and compared those calculated boundaries with perceived boundaries. The jaw displacements, measures of prominence, were measured using EMA; articulatory boundaries were derived from a C/D model algorithm. The data is a set of English sentences that vary in the placement of contrastive emphasis. Perception data were obtained from listeners who were asked to evaluate syllable prominence and syllable boundaries for these sentences. The results indicate that perception of syllable prominence shows strong correlations with articulatory prominence, showing that jaw displacement can be a strong perceptual cue for syllable prominence. Further, perception of syllable prominence is also correlated with algorithmically-calculated articulatory syllable boundaries. These results encourage us to explore the relation between articulation and perception of language prosody in terms of the C/D model framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

What are the articulatory correlates of prominence and phrasing, and how do listeners perceive them? To address this question, this paper compares perceptual prosody—the patterns of prominence and boundaries that listeners perceive—with articulatory prosody—actual articulatory patterns of utterance prominence and phrase boundaries. Perceptual prosody is assessed by the method of Rapid Prosodic Transcription (RPT) [1]. Articulatory prominence is based on articulatory EMA data, and articulatory boundaries were calculated using an algorithm offered by the C/D model [2]. We show that these articulatory measures correlate well with the obtained perception patterns.

Our theoretical framework is the C/D model, which offers an explicit algorithm to map phonological structures onto articulatory movements. The model is named "the C/D model", as it models how phonological distributions are "Converted" (C) and "Distributed" (D) across different articulatory gestures.

The prosodic structure of the utterance is phonetically determined, in part, by jaw displacement patterns: strong syllables have more extreme jaw displacements compared to weak syllables [3-6], and especially, contrastively emphasized syllables have increased jaw displacement [7-13].

The C/D model represents the patterns of jaw displacement in an utterance with a “syllable pulse train” [2]. Specifically, the height of the pulses represents jaw displacement measures, and the location of the pulses is computed using an algorithm described below. A taller pulse on the pulse train indicates greater jaw displacement (i.e. more stressed syllable or a syllable with larger magnitude [2]).

A working hypothesis is that each language has a pattern of jaw displacements which reflects the prosodic/metrical structure of that language. (See e.g., [6] for English, [15] for Japanese and [16] for Mandarin; also work in progress about Spanish and French.) One question that is addressed in this paper is whether jaw displacement correlates with perceived metrical prominence in English.

In addition, the C/D model offers an objective tool to algorithmically derive articulatory phrase boundaries in a spoken utterance, e.g., where and how big the phrase boundary is. This aspect of the C/D model was first hinted at in [2], and was further explored in recent studies by [14, 17]. This current paper continues along these lines.

The details of the algorithm proposed in [2] are as follows. First, the magnitude of the syllable is determined by the maximum jaw displacement of the syllable. Second, the consonantal gestures of the
syllable onset and coda (specifically, the movement velocity) determine the timing of the syllable pulse. Third, the syllable pulse is centered relative to the maximum speed (maximum or minimum velocity) of the crucial articulators of the onset and coda gestures (not the maximum jaw displacement). Crucial articulator (CA) refers to that articulator (tongue tip, tongue blade, tongue dorsum, lower lip) that articulates the consonants. For example, the CA for [t] is tongue tip, for [p] is lower lip, and for [k] is tongue dorsum. Fourth, based on observation of an “iceberg” point (point with smallest mean invariance in the overlaid demisyllabic velocity time function), the center of the syllable is defined as the midpoint between the syllable onset “iceberg” to the syllable coda “iceberg” [18,19]. In this paper we use the maximum velocity speed points to represent the smallest variance of articulation, as described in [14].

To test this algorithm empirically, this paper calculated articulatory prominences and boundaries for a set of utterances which vary in emphasis conditions, as spoken by two North American speakers of English. The hypotheses are (i) jaw displacement will increase on the emphasized word, (ii) prosodic boundaries (location and size) will change as a function of the emphasis condition and (iii) these patterns of articulatory displacements and boundaries will match perceptual judgments of listeners, based on the RPT perceptual evaluations.

2. METHOD

The speakers were one female (A03) and one male (A05) North American English speakers. The utterances examined were (1) Pam said bat that fat cat at that mat, (2) Pam said BAT that fat cat at that mat, (3) Pam said bat THAT fat cat at that mat, (4) Pam said bat that FAT cat at that mat, (5) Pam said bat that fat CAT at that mat, where uppercase words indicate contrastive emphasis. Since jaw displacement varies as a function of vowel height, all syllables are closed syllables with [æ] vowels, or, in one case, [ɛ] (said). The utterances were presented to the speakers in randomized order, with five repetitions. The total number of utterances for A03 is 26, for A05 is 24.

Acoustic and articularatory recordings were made using 3-D EMA (Carstens AG500). One sensor was placed on the lower medial incisors to track jaw motion, and one sensor each was placed on the tip of the tongue (TT), the mid of the tongue (TB) and the back of the tongue (TD). A sensor was placed on the lower lip (LL) and on the upper lip (UL). Four additional sensors (upper incisors, bridge of the nose, left and right mastoid processes behind the ears) were used as references to correct for head movement. The articularatory and acoustic data were digitized at sampling rates of 200 Hz and 16 kHz, respectively. The occlusal plane was estimated using a biteplate with three additional sensors. In post processing, the articularatory data were rotated to the occlusal plane and corrected for head movement using the reference sensors after low-pass filtering at 20 Hz.

The lowest vertical position of the jaw with respect to the bite plane was located for each target syllable of the utterance using the custom software mvie (Mark Tiede, Haskins Laboratories). This measure was used to indicate the height of each syllable pulse (syllable magnitude) in the utterance. The position of the syllable pulse in the syllable was set at the midpoint between the maximum speed of the crucial articulator of the syllable onset and that of the syllable offset. The crucial articulators for the syllables in this sentence are lower lip [p, m, b, f], tongue tip [s, t, θ] and tongue dorsum [k].

Figure 1: (a) Pam said from an utterance (A03, ut 54) with no emphasis. Y-axis is jaw displacement (mm) or articulatory velocity (mm/s). The acoustic figures are shown on top, followed by Lower Lip (LL) Velocity, Tongue Tip (TT) Velocity, and Jaw Displacement. The peak velocity for LL for the [p] is 21.9 mm/s, for TT for the [s] is 13.1 mm/s, and the maximum jaw displacement for [æ] is 22.6 mm. In Figure (b) (next page) we mark vertical lines to show the points of maximum velocity for each of the Crucial Articulators for each of the words, and arrows pointing to the articularatory center of the syllable (marked with a thin vertical line). In addition, the amount of jaw displacement, in the bottom window, indicates the “syllable magnitude.”
After the maximum jaw displacement and the articulatory center of the syllable were determined, we calculated the pulse train (pattern of syllable magnitudes) along with the articulatory boundaries. The MATLAB algorithm that implements this procedure is shown in the appendix.

The output is a series of syllable triangles, which represent the pulse train (syllable magnitude patterns) of the utterance. The height of each triangle is the amount of jaw displacement for that syllable; the center of each triangle is the articulatory center of the syllable, calculated as the midpoint between the maximum velocities of the onset and coda crucial articulators. The acute angle of the syllable triangle, namely, “shadow angle,” for each syllable is computed, using the MATLAB script in the appendix, such that only two triangles (no more) touch. In this case, the point where triangles touch is between cat and at. (The distance between at and that is very small, but not zero.) The articulatory boundaries are defined as the distance between each triangle.

**Figure 2:** Syllable Triangles for Speaker A05, utterance 166, emphasis on BAT. Y-axis indicates jaw displacement in mm, x-axis is time in ms.

The articulatory parameters measured in this study are (1) the syllable magnitude (the height of each syllable triangle) and (2) the articulatory boundaries (the duration of the spaces between the triangles).

In order to assess if listeners can perceive the acoustic information generated by these articulatory patterns of syllable magnitudes and boundaries, an online Rapid Prosodic Transcription approach was used [20]. The participants were students at a midwestern city in the U.S. and a university in Tokyo. The students in Tokyo were advanced level English speakers, mostly Japanese who had lived a year or so in an English speaking country, plus one French and one Rwanda student. The instructions for the test were acoustically oriented [1]. L2 (Japanese) and L1 (English) listeners have been reported to perform similarly when doing RPT, given acoustic instructions [21]. We have included the results of all listeners (N=18 for A03, and N=32 for A05). The instructions were to evaluate each sentence two times: the first time, they were to mark with a vertical line between a word where they heard breaks, discontinuities or pauses in the utterance; the second time, to mark with a line underneath the word if some words stand out more than others, if they are louder, longer or higher pitched. A sample sentence was given and listeners could listen to each sentence as often as they wished.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The syllable magnitudes, as measured from jaw displacement for A03, are shown in Figure 3. A05 shows the same patterns but are not shown here due to space limitation. We observe that the emphasized word always has the largest syllable magnitude in an utterance, and also it is larger than the corresponding word in the non-emphasized version of the utterance. For example, the jaw displacement for bat in the neutral utterances is 25.4 mm and 28.4 mm in the emphasized one. Also, note the tendency for content words to have larger magnitude than function words. Sentences with emphasis on non-content words like "that", however, show a change in this pattern.

**Figure 3:** Averaged jaw displacement (mm, y-axis) for each syllable for A03.
The RPT results of the listeners’ perceptions of syllable prominence and boundaries were tabulated, and Pearson correlation measures with articulatory measures were calculated. Table 1 shows the result of the correlation analysis, with Bonferroni-corrected p-values (0.05/4=0.0125). For both speakers, perceptual prominence and articulatory prominence, along with articulatorily-calculated boundaries, are well-correlated in general.

| Table 1: Correlation analyses with perceived prosody vs. articulated prosody. |
|-------------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                         | Articulatory Prominence | Articulatory Boundaries |
| A03 Perceptual Prominence                | r=0.60 (p<0.001) | r=0.36 (p<0.001) |
| A03 Perceptual Boundaries                 | r=0.43 (p<0.001) | r=0.28 (p<0.001) |
| A05 Perceptual Prominence                | r=0.68 (p<0.001) | r=0.41 (p<0.001) |
| A05 Perceptual Boundaries                 | r=0.18 (p<0.05)  | r=-0.18 (n.s.)  |

Articulatory prominence and perceptual prominence correlate very strongly for both speakers, suggesting that listeners' perception of prominence correlate well with jaw displacement magnitude. Articulatory boundaries and perceived boundaries show substantially weaker correlation; in fact, a non-significant reversal was found for Speaker A05. Articulatory boundaries, however, do show modest correlation with perceptual prominence. This unexpected correlation can be explained as follows. There is a tendency for the articulatorily-calculated boundaries to increase in duration before the emphasized word: for Speaker A05, a modest correlation between syllable magnitude and articulatorily-calculated syllable boundary (r=0.33, p<0.001) and a weaker one for A03 (r=0.21, p<0.025). In short, articulatory boundaries can be a good cue for articulatory prominence.

Then, it appears that listeners attend to the size of the articulatory boundary occurring before the word to aid in assessing if a word has prominence, in addition to attending to the size of the syllable magnitude.

**4. CONCLUSION**

Our findings show that (1) jaw displacement increases on the emphasized word, (2) articulatorily-calculated syllable boundaries tend to increase before an emphasized word, at least for one of the two speakers, (3) these patterns of jaw displacement/boundaries match perceptual judgments of listeners, based on the RPT perceptual evaluations. The present study also found supporting evidence for the hypothesis that articulatory prominence and algorithmically-calculated articulatory boundaries are significantly and positively correlated with perception of syllable prominence. It is interesting that articulatory boundaries give information to listeners about a sentence’s prominence pattern.
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6. APPENDIX

Matlab script for calculating syllable triangle pulse train

```matlab
function theta = f_comp_theta(syl_center_t, syl_mag)
num_syl = length(syl_center_t); % the number of syllables
tmp_theta_all = zeros(num_syl-1,1);
for which_theta = 1:(num_syl-1)
    tmp_theta_all(which_theta) = 
        atan(syl_center_t(which_theta+1) - 
        syl_center_t(which_theta)) - 
        (syl_mag(which_theta+1) * tan(theta)) - 
        syl_mag(which_theta) * tan(theta))
    / (syl_mag(which_theta+1) + syl_mag(which_theta));
end
theta = min(tmp_theta_all);

% plot syllable triangles
hold on;
for which_syl = 1:num_syl
    % draw a line for the left line of syllable triangle
    line([syl_center_t(which_syl) syl_mag(which_syl)*tan(theta)] ... 
    [0 syl_syl_mag(which_syl)];
    % draw a line for the right line of syllable triangle
    line([syl_center_t(which_syl) syl_mag(which_syl)*tan(theta)] ... 
    [syl_mag(which_syl) 0]);
end
hold off;
```
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